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ABSTRACT  

The Swedish Vision Zero’s goal is to eliminate fatalities and incapacitating traffic 
injuries. One step towards Vision Zero is implementation of traffic calming. Code 
changes are also part of this effort. In May 2000, the code governing the conduct of 
drivers at marked crosswalks in Sweden became stricter to improve safety and 
mobility for pedestrians. The aim of this study is to describe the effect of this and how 
it depends on if the site is traffic calmed or not. The study compares safety and 
mobility for children and elderly as pedestrians for sites with similar layout in Sweden 
and Finland. Speed cushions were implemented on test sites in both countries. The 
study included comparison crossings.  

The change of code did not improve yield behavior towards pedestrians at marked 
crosswalks that were traffic calmed before the new code was enacted any more than at 
marked crosswalks in general. Accident analysis based on a macro study of Sweden 
suggests that the injury risk in marked, not reconstructed crosswalks increased by 
27% for pedestrians and 19% for cyclists. 

The reconstruction reduced vehicle speeds but not to the level desired with traffic 
calming; that the 90-percentile should be below 30 km/h. The change of code gave a 
small but significant decrease in speed at the reconstructed site. The effect was larger 
at the comparison crossings but the speeds were still much higher than the goal. This 
means that reconstructions are needed for the effect of the change of code to be 
positive.  
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1 INTRODUCTION AND AIM 
The Swedish Vision Zero’s goal is to eliminate all fatalities and incapacitating 

traffic injuries. One step towards Vision Zero is through implementation of traffic 
calming schemes. Code changes are also part of this effort. In May 2000, the code 
governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks became stricter as part of the 
Swedish Vision Zero to improve safety and mobility for pedestrians. Drivers must 
yield to pedestrians entering or walking in marked crosswalks. Previously, drivers had 
to yield only when they could reasonably do so. However, as before the change of 
code, pedestrians are required to consider the speed and proximity of approaching 
vehicles before crossing. The code change does not pertain to bicyclists. However, a 
person walking with his/her bicycle at a marked crosswalk is regarded as a pedestrian. 
Also, drivers must clearly indicate their intention to yield by slowing down or 
stopping early. A driver may proceed only if this does not entail danger or hindrance 
(1).  

In Finland the code governing the conduct of drivers approaching marked 
crosswalks states that drivers should drive with such speed that they can stop before 
the marked crosswalk if necessary. Drivers must yield to pedestrians entering or 
walking in the marked crosswalk. Pedestrians who intend to cross at a marked 
crosswalk are required to consider the speed and proximity of approaching vehicles 
before crossing (2). The code is similar to that of Sweden’s but “if necessary” is 
excluded in the new Swedish code and in the accompanying information campaign it 
is stated that pedestrians who have entered or are about to enter a crosswalk now have 
the right of way. All pedestrian crossings in this study have zebra markings and are 
equipped with signs “marked crosswalk.” 

The number of marked pedestrian crossings in Sweden was reduced 
simultaneously with the change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked 
crosswalks. About 4800 or 12% of all Swedish marked crosswalks at 50 km/h-streets 
were eliminated in 2000, draft by Ifver, 2002 (unpublished data). In Finland the 
number of marked crosswalks has remained more or less unchanged, but lower speeds 
have systematically been implemented in urban areas. A zoned 50 km/h was the 
prevailing speed limit in the inner city of Helsinki from 1938 until the spring of 1992. 
In March 1992, a 40 km/h limit was introduced on most of the business and 
residential streets in the inner city. As far as residential streets were concerned, this 
was a natural progression of the earlier chosen policy in the suburbs. However, the 
lowering of the speed limit on business streets with heavy traffic was not only entirely 
new to Finland, but rather rare in the world. Besides being indicated by traffic signs, 
limits were also marked in the carriageway at the entry points to the 40 km/h speed 
zone. Green waves were slowed down. The highest travel speeds were reduced 
significantly and traffic safety improved in Helsinki’s inner city clearly more than in 
the suburbs or in other parts of Finland (3). Since then this countermeasure has been 
more and more popular in Finland and it is nowadays implemented in most Finnish 
urban areas. This also seems to be reflected in Finnish police accident records, which 
shows a decreasing trend during the nineties starting with 105 pedestrians killed and 
1536 injured in 1990 to 40 killed and 644 injured in 2002. About one third of the 
fatalities and half of the injuries occurred in marked crosswalks. 
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The aim of this study is to describe the effect of the change of code in Sweden 
governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks and especially study how 
traffic calming affects this behavior. Speed cushions were implemented on test sites in 
both countries and the effect on traffic safety and mobility for children and elderly as 
pedestrians before and after the change of code was evaluated. 

The following four operational hypotheses were tested: 
1. more pedestrians are given way to by car drivers at Swedish sites compared to 

Finnish sites due to the change of code in Sweden 
2. vehicle speeds are lower at marked crosswalks due to the change of code 
3. car drivers yield more to pedestrians if the marked crosswalk is traffic calmed 
4. mobility is higher at traffic-calmed marked crosswalks than at not reconstructed 

ones. 
 

2 SELECTION OF PARAMETERS 

It has been suggested that it is the developmental abilities of children that 
make them extra vulnerable as road users. Road crossing is a cognitively difficult 
task. Children younger than 9 are not capable of safe judgments in traffic. Not until 
age 11 or 12, have children developed all the required abilities fully. Another factor is 
that young children who lack experience in crossing roads cannot be expected to make 
safe decisions if they do not even know what to look out for in traffic. The 
unpredictable behavior of young children is thought to be a dominating reason for 
child pedestrian accidents and children’s development of pedestrian skills is highly 
variable. Of all 1997-2000 fatal accidents in Sweden involving children up to age 15 
as pedestrians, cyclists or moped riders more than half were dash-out accidents (Ifver 
(2003, unpublished data). Children also make hazardous decisions about vehicle 
approach times because they are unable to understand the relationships between time, 
velocity and distance until around the age of 10 (4, 5, 6, 7, 8). The selection of 
parameters was based on these facts and an expert questionnaire (9) where experts 
were asked to rank the most important parameters for describing safety or lack of 
safety. The parameters were in rank  

- speed of vehicle,  
- speed of the pedestrian/cyclist,  
- at what distances evasive actions are taken,  
- if the pedestrian or cyclist turn their heads to detect cars before crossing the 

street, and  
- whether or not she or he stops at the curb before crossing the street.  
Mobility is in this study defined as  
- given way to by a car driver or not when intending to cross the street, and  
- waiting time at the curb.  

 

3 COUNTERMEASURES AT TEST SITES  

Two test sites, Hulta in the City of Borås, Sweden and Myllypuro, outside 
Helsinki in Finland were chosen because they had similar traffic conditions and both 
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sites have schools situated nearby. The intersections were similar in design and traffic 
flows. 

The studied site in Hulta was a marked crosswalk at an intersection in a 
residential area. The vehicle flows were approximately 5000 vehicles per day. Speed 
cushions and a refuge were installed, see Figure 1. There were four study periods at 
the Hulta crossing, before reconstruction and change of code (first period, May 1999), 
after reconstruction (second period, March 2000) and after reconstruction and change 
of code (third period, May 2000). During the winter of 2000, speed cushions, 70 mm 
high, and a refuge were built here but because of complaints from car drivers the 
speed cushions were lowered to 55 mm in August 2000. Therefore a fourth time 
period after the second reconstruction and change of code, (fourth period, May 2002) 
was included.  

Two adjacent, marked crosswalks, at a distance of about 50 m, with refuge 
islands were studied at Myllypuro in Finland. The one at the Orpaanporras was 
reconstructed. The other one (crossing A) Harakkamyllyntie was studied in two time 
periods before reconstruction (first period, September 2001) and after reconstruction 
(second period, October 2002), but this crosswalk turned out not to be reconstructed. 
The other crossing (crossing B) that was reconstructed with speed cushions was 
studied only in the second time period, after reconstruction. The speed cushion in the 
northbound direction was 65 mm high whereas the southbound was 45 mm high. The 
two crosswalks were identical in design in the first time period and identical behavior 
should be expected at the two sites. 

Some of the detected differences below may partly be due to a general change 
in behavior and not an effect of the reconstruction. Five comparison sites were 
included to explore if there was any general change. 

Two types of comparison sites were used to gather more results from Sweden, 
before and after the change of code. Both types of comparison crossings had designs 
and traffic flows within a range that are common in Sweden. The first one is on 
Regementsgatan in Malmö, a 15-meter wide street with one marked lane in each 
direction, though in reality it operated as two lanes when there were no parked cars. 
The vehicle flows were approximately 14000 vehicles per day. Two intersections 
similar in design and traffic flows at Regementsgatan were used as comparison sites. 
At each marked crosswalk, there was a refuge island. No changes were made besides 
the change of code. The studies in the before change of code–period was made in May 
1999 and after change of code in May/June 2000. 

Two intersections in Trollhättan, Sweden, constituted the second type of 
comparison site.  They were similar in design and traffic flows to the Hulta 
intersection in the before situation. The intersection at Hjortmossegatan had one 
marked crosswalk; the intersection Hörngatan/Klintvägen had two. The vehicle flows 
were approximately 3000 vehicles per day at both sites. No changes were made 
besides the change of code. The studies in the before change of code–period were 
made in March 2000 and after change of code in May 2000.  

Three other comparison crossings were used to estimate if there was any 
common trend in the vehicle speed changes between the before and after periods in 
the city areas. The first one was Källbäcksrydsgatan in Borås, Sweden, where no 
changes were made but the change of code. The vehicle flows were approximately 
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4000 vehicles per day. The other two were Myllytuvantie and the intersection at the 
Metro station at Myllypuro in Finland where no changes were made. The vehicle 
flows were approximately 7600 vehicles per day and 9000 vehicles per day 
respectively.  
 

4 METHOD 

National pedestrian crash data from Sweden and Finland 1995-1999 and 2001-
2002 and crash data from the test sites in the same time periods (Unpublished crash 
data from the City of Borås and the City of Helsinki) were analyzed. Radar guns were 
used to gather speed data to explore if results from the accident analysis were related 
to changes in road-user behavior.  

The intersections were video filmed to capture the road users’ behavior. One 
or two cameras were used for filming close-ups of the pedestrians crossing the road at 
the marked crosswalk and one or two cameras were used for overview pictures of the 
intersection. The filming periods were chosen to capture the hours of the day when 
children were traveling to and from school, 1.5 h in the morning and 3 h in the 
afternoon. The intersections were filmed for at least three days in each time period. 
The weather conditions were the same in all time periods; no precipitation and 
daylight.  

The traffic situations with pedestrians and cyclists stored on videotapes were 
manually analyzed and coded. A coding system proposed by Øvstedal and Ryeng (10) 
was further developed. Children (0-12 years), youth (13-18 years) and elderly (older 
than 64 years) were coded if crossing the street as pedestrians or cyclists at or near the 
marked crosswalks. If the child was walking or cycling with an adult the behavior of 
the adult was also coded. Mopeds were not included. Furthermore, the behaviors of all 
adults were coded at the Hulta intersection in the first three time periods.  

The reliability of the method has been tested. Two trained observers had 83% 
agreement in coding the parameters describing the behaviors when comparing 1.5 
hours of captured video material containing 47 pedestrian and cyclist passages. If 
excluding the most difficult parameter to assess, head movements, the two trained 
observers had 89% agreement in coding the behaviors.  

Conflicts defined according to Hydén (11) were studied at the sites using the 
Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique according to the manual written by Almqvist and 
Ekman (12). Svensson (13) discusses the possibility that there is a threshold in the 
severity hierarchy above which there is a high a probability of an accident whereas 
evasive actions taking when the margin is longer than the threshold is a sign of good 
traffic safety. The threshold value might be different if a child is involved. Children 
do not always understand the connection between speed, time, and distance and may 
act unpredictably. Therefore, also non-conflict encounters when an oncoming car is 
“close” to a pedestrian or cyclist were analyzed. 

The speeds of free cars were measured with a radar gun at the marked 
crosswalk in Hulta, Sweden, i.e. at the hypothetical point of collision. After 
reconstruction, vehicle speeds were measured just before the speed cushion at the 
Hulta site and at the marked crosswalk at the Myllypuro site in Finland.  
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5 DATA DESCRIPTION 

Conflicts were analyzed for the whole collected video material; behavioral 
studies were made for data of two days in each time period at each crossing. The total 
number of observations was 3775 and 1444 of these were children or elderly as 
pedestrians (conflicts and high severity situations not included).  
 

6 RESULTS 

Crash Data 

At the Hulta test site in Sweden one (not-severe) pedestrian injury occurred in 
the after period. In the five-year period before reconstruction, none happened. At the 
Källbäcksryd site no pedestrian injury accidents has been reported. At the comparison 
crossings in Malmö, one police reported pedestrian crash was reported in the five-year 
before period. None were reported in the after period. As the Myllypuro site was 
reconstructed in 2002 no records were available for an after period. There were three 
pedestrian injury accidents reported from the intersection at the metro station in the 
five-year period before. No pedestrian injuries were reported from the test site or 
other comparison sites.  

Obviously, limited crash data material from these sites makes it impossible to 
draw firm conclusions on expected accident frequencies. However, the change of code 
can be evaluated through a macro study of Sweden based on police reported severely 
injured pedestrians. Also cyclist injuries were included as target injuries as the change 
of code also affected drivers yield behavior against cyclists (see below). The 
comparison group method was used to analyze the data. The idea is simple. All 
pedestrian and bicyclist injuries in marked crosswalks (including signalized ones) 
involving a motor vehicle were used as “treated group”. All other pedestrian and 
cyclist injuries were chosen as comparison group. All other injuries were chosen to 
reduce the random noise in the estimation of the “common” trend. The analysis is 
based on the assumption that the extraneous factors which affect accident occurrence 
and which have changed from the "before" to the "after" period, influence the 
"treated” and the "comparison" group in the same manner or with other words there 
exist a common trend in the two groups. Also injury data reported by the Finnish 
police were included on a macro level and Finnish and Swedish trends in risk 
development were compared for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers and passengers in 
motor vehicles. The last group was included to estimate the effect of the change of 
code on injuries on drivers and passengers in motor vehicles, when the driver takes 
evasive actions to avoid accidents with pedestrians, cyclists and mopeds approaching 
or entering the marked crosswalk. 

In an observational study involving a treated group and a comparison group, 
the "before" and "after" counts can be denoted as K and L for the treatment group and 
as M and N for the comparison group. The methodology used to estimate the safety 
effect and its variance is based on Hauer (14).  
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If assuming a perfectly matched comparison group the "index of 
effectiveness" θ and its variance are estimated as: 

θ ̂ =  L / (KN/M)/(1+1/K+1/N+1/M) 

VÂR{θ̂} can be approximated by [(LM)/(KN)]2(1/L+1/K+1/N+1/M+VAR{ω̂})  

where VAR{ω̂} is the estimated variance of the odds ratio. 

Data for the years 1995-1999 was used to estimate the odds ratio according to 
a method given by Hauer (14). For Swedish pedestrian data this method turned out to 
be accurate. The simplified method assuming a perfectly matched comparison group 
was used elsewhere.  

The months immediately after and before the change of code are probably not 
representative of before and after conditions. Therefore, 2001 and 2002 would be the 
only full years available for after data. The years 1995-1999 are used for before data. 

The estimate of "index of effectiveness" θ (and within brackets the estimate of 
the standard deviation) for severely injured pedestrians is 1.27 (0.13) for Swedish and 
1.03 (0.06) for Finnish data. In Sweden, the 95% confidence interval for θ is [1.02, 1.52] 
as 1.96x0.13=0.25. For severely injured cyclists the estimate of θ  is 1.19 (0.11) for 
Swedish and 0.85 (0.04) for Finnish data (assuming a perfectly matched comparison 
group). The results suggest that risks for pedestrians and cyclists in marked crosswalks 
have increased in Sweden, while in Finland there was a significant drop in police 
reported (severe) injuries in marked crosswalks (including signalized ones). One 
explanation could be the large-scale implementation of 40 km/h zones in urban areas 
in Finland which culminated in the beginning of the new millennium. If injuries are 
related to the number of inhabitants (one annual injury per 5.2 million compared to 
8.9 million in Sweden) pedestrian traffic safety is worse in Finland than in Sweden, 
but different exposure rates, definitions and under-reporting rates may explain the 
difference, at least partly. The trend is increasing number of injured pedestrians in 
Sweden and decreasing numbers in Finland and decreasing number of injured cyclists 
in both countries.  

The corresponding analysis for fatalities is not meaningless as the estimation of 
the effect is very uncertain. The estimated standard deviation of θ  is 0.23 and 0.31 for 
Swedish data, and 0.35 and 0.14 for Finnish data for pedestrians and cyclists 
respectively. 

A comparison should consider that 12% of the marked crosswalks were 
eliminated in Sweden in connection to the code change. Therefore, a reduction in the 
number of crosswalk fatalities should be expected even if the code change had no 
effect on risk. As in Borås, there were also reconstructions of locations to make them 
safer. This should also be expected to marginally reduce the total number of 
pedestrian crashes in Sweden. Hence, it is concluded that the effect of the change of 
code in Sweden has not been successful in terms of safety, at least not in the first two 
years. In Switzerland, a similar change of code was enacted in 1994. The first year 
after the change of code the number of pedestrian accidents increased by 13%. The 
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second year after the change of code the number of accidents dropped to the same 
level as before, which has not yet happened in Sweden.  
 For drivers and passengers in motor vehicles the estimate of θ  is 1.74 (0.47) 
for severely injured and 1.76 (0.13) for slightly injured in Sweden. However, it is 
likely that the campaign accompanying the code change increased the reporting of the 
injuries related to marked crosswalks as this relation is not explicitly marked on the 
form. 
 

Child Pedestrians’ Waiting Times Head Movements and Yield Behavior towards 
Them 

The differences between the sites in pedestrian’s behavior were explored and 
tested statistically with chi-square tests (15). 

The reconstruction had little effect on children’s stopping at the curb, both in 
Sweden and Finland. But the behavior varied between the countries: after the 
reconstruction 49% of the children in Sweden stopped at the curb, in Finland 29% 
stopped (p=0.093). Children stopped less often at the curb at the Swedish test site, 
after the new code was enacted; 32% compared to before (p=0.142). It was more 
common that children stopped at the curb when encountering a car, 47% of the 
children stopped in Sweden and 38% in Finland. About 10% of the children stopped 
at the curb, though no car approached independent of time period and site. 

At both comparison sites in Sweden children stopped at the curb somewhat 
less frequently after change of code, see Table 2.  

The reconstruction had no significant effect on children’s head movements 
before the curb at the Hulta site, but it decreased significantly (p=0.040) after change 
of code from 71% to 46%, see Table 2. Head movements at the curb decreased from 
92% to 67% (p=0.017) after the reconstruction at Hulta. Overall, the portion of 
children turning their heads both before and at the curb decreased by 13% after the 
new code was enacted.  

At the Finnish site, 70% of the children turned their heads before reaching the 
curb both before and after the reconstruction, and head turns at the curb were 
unchanged at around 90%. 

Head turns before reaching the curb were more common in Finland than in 
Sweden (before reconstruction p=0.173, after reconstruction p=0.045). Head turns at 
the curb after reconstruction were also more common in Finland than in Sweden, 86% 
in Finland compared to 67% in Sweden (p=0.004). After the change of code in 
Sweden the difference in head turns at the curb between Sweden and Finland was 
smaller but still significant (p=0.038). 

Less than 5% of the children did not do any head turn at all, neither before nor 
at the curb at the site in Finland.  This percentage was not changed as a result of the 
reconstruction. At Hulta in Sweden this share increased somewhat from 3% to 13% 
(p=0.109) after reconstruction, and that was also somewhat more than in Finland 
(p=0.084). The change of code in Sweden had no significant effect in this respect. 
However at both Swedish comparison sites the share increased somewhat after change 
of code. 
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The reconstruction had a strong effect on the percentage of children given way 
to by car drivers both in Sweden and Finland (p=0.003 and p=0.002 respectively). In 
Sweden, 11 % of the children were given way to before reconstruction, after 50% 
were. There was no significant difference between the two countries. The share of 
children given way to did not increase significantly as a result of the change of code at 
the reconstructed site in Sweden. The change of code in Sweden had in other words 
no significant effect at the earlier reconstructed site in this respect. On the other hand 
the effect was significant at the comparison sites in Sweden (Regementsgatan p=1.7E-
9 and Trollhättan p=0.131). In fact at the Malmö site the shares were exactly the same 
after the change of code, 62%, as at the reconstructed site Hulta. At the other 
comparison site the share increased significantly to 30%. It should also be 
remembered that the code did not change with respect to bicycles. However the share 
of cyclists given way to by car drivers increased three times after change of code, to 
about 30% at the Malmö site. 

The share of child pedestrians that had to wait before crossing the street was 
unchanged at around 45% after reconstruction at the Hulta site. After the change of 
code, only 24% of the children had to wait at the curb (p=0.094). The waiting times 
decreased, but not significantly from, on average, 7.5 s in the before situation to 5 s 
after reconstruction and change of code. At the reconstructed site in Finland the share 
of children that had to wait decreased significantly (p=0.030) from 54% to 42% after 
reconstruction. The Swedish and Finnish sites did not differ significantly at any time 
period. 

The change of code had no significant effect on children’s waiting time at the 
comparison crossings either, or on the shares that had to stop, or on waiting times. At 
the Regementsgatan sites the shares were around 55% and average waiting times of 8-
10s, and at the Trollhättan sites the shares were around 35% and an average waiting 
times of 6s.  

 

Elderly Pedestrians’ Waiting Times, Head Movements and Yield Behavior 
towards Them 

In Sweden at the reconstructed site Hulta the elderly pedestrians stopped 
somewhat less often at the curb after the reconstruction (p=0.185). The stopping 
frequency decreased from 53% to 32%. That was also the case for those that 
encountered a car, but the shares were somewhat higher, 60% and 36 %. But after 
change of code the elderly pedestrians stopped somewhat more often at the curb. 59% 
of all elderly pedestrians (p=0.160) and 75% of those encountering a car (p=0.073). 
After the second reconstruction, significantly fewer or about 30% of those 
encountering a car stopped at the curb at Hulta. In Finland, the elderly stopped 
somewhat more often at the curb after reconstruction.  

The elderly pedestrians’ head movements before reaching the curb decreased 
somewhat (p= 0.161) after the reconstruction at Hulta, but after change of code it 
increased somewhat to 53%. There was no difference between Hulta and the 
comparison crossings in Sweden at any time period in head turns before the curb. No 
significant changes in head turns at the curb were shown at Hulta after reconstruction 
and change of code. There were no significant differences in head turns at the Hulta 
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site compared to the comparison sites before or after change of code. At the Finnish 
site the head turns did not change after reconstruction. Significantly less head turns 
(p=0.106) were observed at the Hulta site than at the Finnish site after reconstruction. 

Elderly were somewhat more often given way to after reconstruction at Hulta 
in Sweden (p=0.105) and also after the change of code (p=0.183), when 67% were 
given way to. Also at the Swedish comparison crossings, elderly were more often 
given way to after change of code (p=3.7E-4 for Regementsgatan and 0.121 for 
Trollhättan). At Regementsgatan, the site with more intense traffic, the shares were 
similar as in Hulta but significantly lower (p=2.8E-4) than in Trollhättan. At the 
Finnish site more elderly pedestrians were given way to after reconstruction (p=0.030) 
when 52% of the elderly were given way to. There was no significant difference 
between the Swedish and Finnish sites in elderly pedestrians given way to at any time 
period.  

The percentage of elderly having to wait at the curb decreased significantly 
(p= 0.040) from 50% to 20% at the Hulta site as a result of the reconstruction. After 
change of code the share increased (p= 0.024) to 59%. Of those that had to wait the 
average waiting time was 8-9 seconds. Of the elderly in Finland 50% had to wait at 
the curb after reconstruction, a somewhat significantly higher share (p=0.059) than in 
Hulta. At the comparison sites the share of elderly having to wait at the curb did not 
change as a result of the change of code.  
 

Conflict Studies 

At both the Swedish and the Finnish test sites the number of conflicts 
increased after reconstruction, but what is in common for both sites are that before 
reconstruction the speeds of the vehicles involved were higher, about 50 km/h, and it 
was most often the pedestrian or cyclist who took the evasive action. After 
reconstruction the speeds of the involved vehicles were lower, 30-40 km/h, and car 
drivers as well as pedestrians and cyclists took the evasive action. There is reason to 
believe that the outcome of a crash would be less severe at the reconstructed sites. 
However there were too few conflicts to draw any more detailed conclusions.  
 

Vehicle Speeds 

Both the reconstruction and change of code had the effect of reduced vehicle 
speeds at Hulta, Sweden, see Table 3. The largest effect was as expected caused by 
the reconstruction, which lowered the average speed from around 50 km/h to around 
30 km/h (measured just before the speed cushion). The effect of the change of code 
was a small but significant reduction, from 30.1 km/h to 28.9 km/h. After the second 
reconstruction, when the speed cushions were lowered, the speeds increased to a level 
higher than before the second reconstruction. It should be noted that the speed 
probably is lower at the marked crosswalk compared to just before the speed cushion. 
According to Towliat (16) the difference for the 85-percentile is typically 1-5 km/h. 
Therefore the actual average speeds and the 90-percentile at the marked crosswalk 
were probably somewhat lower than those measured but the speeds were still above 
the goal of traffic calming in Sweden that the 90-percentile should be below 30 km/h. 
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In Myllypuro the average speeds were lowered from 50 km/h to around 21 
km/h (measured at the marked crosswalk), and after reconstruction the 90-percentile 
was 33 km/h in the southbound direction and 30 km/h in the northbound, which is 
very close to the Swedish goal with traffic calming.  

At all comparison sites, but Malmö, the motor vehicle speeds decreased 
significantly from the before to the after period. At Myllypuro in Finland the decrease 
was 5 km/h in the southbound direction and 7.6 km/h in the northbound at Metro 
station. So the speed reductions at the test sites may partly be due to a common trend 
in the city area. 
 

7 DISCUSSION 

The Swedish change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked 
crosswalks has not reduced the reported number of killed or injured pedestrians at 
marked crosswalks. In Finland, there was a clear reduction in police reported (severe) 
pedestrian injuries. Ekman (17) has argued that marked crosswalks deteriorate safety 
due to a false sense of safety for pedestrians. This feeling of false safety might have 
increased even more due to the change of code. This was reflected by changed 
behavior. Children stopped at the curb and turned their heads less often at the 
reconstructed site after the new code was enacted in Sweden; at the comparison sites 
children stopped at the curb and turned their heads somewhat less often. Wherever 
speeds are above 30 km/h, traffic calming of the marked crosswalks is probably 
needed to gain increased safety for pedestrians. 

The vehicle speeds were reduced after the reconstructions, but not to the goal 
associated with traffic calming in Sweden; the 90-percentile should be below 30 km/h. 
Average vehicle speeds were reduced after the change of code by 1.2 km/h at the 
reconstructed site in Sweden. At the comparison site in Borås the reduction was 
higher, 6 km/h, while at the Malmö comparison site there was no reduction. The 
discrepancy might be due to the fact that Borås is a much smaller town than Malmö. 
The change of code did not have a greater effect in terms of pedestrians given way to 
by car drivers at marked crosswalks that were traffic calmed before the new code was 
enacted compared to marked crosswalks in general.  

If children are not stopping at the curb before crossing the street it can indicate 
a risk of dash out accidents, and in this study children stopped less often at the curb at 
the reconstructed sites and somewhat less at both comparison sites after the new code 
was enacted in Sweden. However the speeds of the vehicles are low at the 
reconstructed sites, which strongly determine the risk and severity of a crash. In 
conclusion, giving pedestrians absolute priority when crossing in marked crosswalks 
may seem like a safety enhancement. However, the full-scale national experiment in 
Sweden has shown that enacting such a stricter code decreases the safety of 
pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers and passengers of motor vehicles. On the other hand, 
pedestrian and cyclist mobility benefits somewhat from the change of code. However, 
both pedestrian safety and mobility benefit much more from physical reconstruction, 
i.e., traffic calming of the locations where pedestrians cross.  
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FIGURE 1 Speed cushions at the Hulta crossing in Sweden. 
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FIGURE 2 The Myllypuro crossings in Finland. 
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TABLE 1 Police reported severely injured pedestrians, cyclists and car drivers 
and passengers (within parenthesis fatal).  

                      Sweden                          Finland 

                                                        Pedestrians 

years Treatment 
(in crosswalk) 

Comparison  
(not in crosswalk) 

In crosswalk Not in crosswalk  
(or total if in crosswalk n.a.) 

1995-99 563 (70) 1430 (302) 2106 (82) 2581 (258) 
2001-02 243 (25) 485 (120) 627 (32) 742 (70) 

                                                           Cyclists  

1995-99 621 (39) 2412 (214) 3120 (84) 3375 (214) 
2001-02 205 (11) 667 (68) 872 (18) 1107 (94) 

                                    Drivers and passengers of motor vehicles 

1995-99 30 (4) 13479 (2038) n.a. 32522 (1350) 
2001-02 26 (0) 6484 (879) n.a. 12285 (605) 
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TABLE 2 Proportion children and elderly stopping at the curb, turning head 
before and at curb, and given way by car driver. Within brackets number of 
observations. 

Test sites  Before 
reconstruction 

After 
reconstruction 

After 
reconstruction 
and change of 
code 

After second 
reconstruction 

Hulta Stopping at the curb children 50%    (40) 49%    (45) 32%    (50) 8%    (37) 
Sweden …elderly 53%    (32) 32%    (25) 59%    (17) 8%    (37) 
 Head turns before the curb children 63%    (38) 71%    (40) 46%    (46) 51%    (33) 
 …elderly 69%    (29) 45%    (22) 53%    (15) 82%   (38) 
 …at the curb children 92%    (37) 67%    (43) 76%    (46) 82%    (35) 
 …elderly 93%    (30) 100%   ( 23) 87%    (15) 95%    (38) 
 No head turns at all children 3%    (37) 13%    (40) 13%    (46) 12%    (33) 
 …elderly 0 %    (28) 0%    (22) 7%     (15) 0%    (17) 
 Given way children 11%    (27) 50%    (36) 62%     (34) 88%    (16) 
 …elderly 12%    (25) 36%    (22) 67%     (12) 36%    (11) 
Myllypuro Stopping at the curb children 35 %  (110) 29%    (55)   
Finland …elderly 7%    (15) 29%    (28)   
 Head turns before the curb children 77%    (75) 68%    (24)   
 …elderly 64%    (11) 79%    (14)   
 …at the curb children 93%     (97) 86%    (47)   
 …elderly 93%     (15) 81%    (27)   
 No head turns at all children 4%     (71) 0%    (22)   
 …elderly 9%     (11) 14%    (14)   
 Given way children 26%     (72) 58%    (40)   
 …elderly 0%       (8) 52%    (21)   
Comparison sites Before change of code   After change of code  
Regementsgatan Stopping at the curb children 58%     (85)  52%    (143)  
Malmö …elderly 42%     (33)  40%      (47)  
 Head turns before the curb children 85%     (47)  80%      (89)  
 …elderly 90%     (10)  75%      (16)  
 …at the curb children 92%     (60)  81%      (94)  
 …elderly 94%     (18)  100%      (18)  
 No head turns at all children 4%     (46)  8%      (88)  
 …elderly 10%     (10)  0%     (16)  
 Given way children 17%     (76)  62%    (121)  
 …elderly 17%     (30)  61%      (17)  
Trollhättan Stopping at the curb children 42%    (136)  34%    (132)  
 …elderly 20%    (132)  28%    (101)  
 Head turns before the curb children 54%      (97)  37%      (70)  
 …elderly 79%    (100)  59%      (74)  
 …at the curb children 81%    (121)  77%      (91)  
 …elderly 83%    (124)  91%      (98)  
 No head turns at all children 15%      (95)   20%      (67)  
 …elderly 6%      (97)  3%      (74)  
 Given way children 15%      (46)  30%      (57)  
 …elderly 2%      (44)  13%      (54)  
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TABLE 3 Vehicle speeds measured with radar. 
   Before 

reconstruction 
After 
reconstruction 

After 
reconstruction 
and change of 
code 

After second 
reconstruction 

Hulta  average (km/h) 49.6 30.1 28.9 32.4 
Sweden  st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.38 0.5 0.36 1.5 
  90-perc (km/h) 59 36.2 34.8 40.9 
  n 348 89 173 22 
Myllypuro north- average (km/h) 50.0 21.8   
Finland bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.65 1.88   
  90-perc (km/h) 56.7 32.8   
  n 64 17   
 south- average (km/h) 51.3 20.3   
 bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.56 0.58   
  90-perc (km/h) 57.5 24.1   
  n 106 30   
Comparison crossings Sweden   Before change of code  After change of code  

Regementsgatan  average (km/h) 47.4  47.6  
Malmö  st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.29  0.22  
  90-perc (km/h) 55.0  55.0  
  n 415  788  
Trollhättan  average (km/h) -  40.2  
  st. dev. av. (km/h) -  0.49  
  90-perc (km/h) -  49.0  
  n -  200  
Källbäcksryd  average (km/h) 52.1  46.6  
Borås  st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.47  0.87  
  90-perc (km/h) 61.0  55.6  
  n 226  85  
Comparison crossings Finland   Before period  After period  

Myllytuvantie north- average (km/h) 52.4  48.8  
 bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.73  1.31  
  90-perc (km/h) 58.1  55.2  
  n 50  25  
 south- average (km/h) 53.8  51.0  
 bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.91  1.13  
  90-perc (km/h) 62.0  58.0  
  n 44  38  
Metro station north- average (km/h) 45.4  37.8  
 bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.71  0.51  
  90-perc (km/h) 52.0  46.0  
  n 62  120  
 south- average (km/h) 47.4  42.4  
 bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.70  0.43  
  90-perc (km/h) 55.0  49.0  
  n 65  147  
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